Launching Nonfiction Author Studies:
A focus for teaching the Common Core State Standards with books by

AP R I L P ULLE Y SAYR E

Books

Go, Go, Grapes!:
A Fruit Chant

Rah, Rah, Radishes!:
A Vegetable Chant

Let’s Go Nuts!:
Seeds We Eat

Background Information
If you are interested in sharing information about nourishing foods in a way that is upbeat and engaging,
then these books are for you.The language is dynamic and designed to be read aloud and chanted. (Note
the word chant in two of the titles.) The photographs are large enough and interesting enough to be the
focus of careful study. Additional written information is provided in the back of each book—a frequent
feature of nonfiction literature that is important to point out to young readers. Begin with the suggested
books listed above, and then seek out additional titles by this prolific author.
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Activities for Launching Your Author Study
CCSS Connection: The activity below shows how phrases with alliteration provide meaning and suggest feelings
(RL.1–2.4).
1. Let’s Hear It for Vegetables.
First, enjoy the book Rah, Rah, Radishes! As you read it aloud, invite the children to chant along.
Second, reread the book, pointing out the author’s use of alliteration—repetition of initial consonant sounds.
Discuss how the phrases below make us feel enthusiastic about these foods. Use the list below to discuss the use
of alliteration found in Rah, Rah, Radishes!
Alliteration in Rah, Rah, Radishes!
• Rah, rah, radishes!
• Carrots are calling.
• Pile up peppers.
• Call for cayenne.
• Hola, habanero!
Third, add original phrases to the list. Then challenge students to write and illustrate their own cheers for
vegetables, fruits, and nuts, using alliteration the way April Pulley Sayre does. Share the results. Here are a few
samples to get you started:
• Zoom for zucchini!
• Flip for fennel.
• Applaud for asparagus.
• Come in, cauliflower.
• Bravo, beans!
CCSS Connection: The activity below shows how images contribute to and clarify a text (RI.2–4.7)
2. Looking at Photographs.
After reading and chanting Go, Go, Grapes!, have the students take a closer look at the photographs. Select
several photographs for close examination, especially those that have written signs as well as fruits. For example,
you can select the photograph showing strawberries. It also has signs about the kind of strawberries they are,
their cost, and who grew them. Have students complete the T-chart on the next page, sharing what they see,
what they think, and what questions they have. A sample begins below.

FRUIT

OBSERVATIONS

Flats of
strawberries
Stems and
seeds

THOUGHTS

The strawberries look
delicious!

QUESTIONS
How many
strawberries are
produced on the
farm? Where
is the farm?
What is special
about Michigan
organic strawberries?
Is $25 a flat
expensive?
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FRUIT

OBSERVATIONS

THOUGHTS

QUESTIONS
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CCSS Connection: The activity below deals with identifying main ideas and key details (RI.1–4.1)
3. The Scoop on Seeds.
After reading Let’s Go Nuts!, spend time examining the back matter: “A Few More Handfuls: The Scoop on
Nuts.” This material at the end of the book raises questions and provides answers. After reading each Q&A,
have students fill in the Question-Answer-Details chart below. The first question has already been answered.

QUESTION

Are nuts, beans, and grains
really seeds?

ANSWER

DETAILS

Yes.

An unshelled almond, an
uncooked kidney bean, and
a grain of wheat can
grow into a plant.

Why are seeds such good
food?

Are the seeds we eat the
same kind of seeds we
plant?

Why don’t seeds we eat
grow inside our stomachs?

Are peanuts nuts?

What are nut allergies?

What is so good
about beans?
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Why Author Studies?
Beyond seeing the author as a person—a writer with information and a point of view to share—author study (studying several books by one author) provides us with a rich yet manageable way of looking at the decisions an author makes when creating a work of nonfiction. These decisions are about
content, word choice, illustration, and original thoughts and interpretations.
Thinking about how an author creates nonfiction raises many questions for young readers and
writers to think about: After researching a topic, what information goes into the book? What doesn’t?
Why? How should the book begin in order to grab the reader’s attention? How should it end in order
to keep the reader thinking about the topic? What information is best introduced through pictures,
photographs, graphs, or tables? What features like sidebars and primary sources would add interest to
the page? In what ways are the author’s books similar? How are they different? As students engage in
author study they think about how an author answered these questions.
Not surprisingly, these same questions are highlighted in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
The Standards emphasize reading informational text to determine key ideas and details, an author’s
point of view, how the author structures and crafts information, how new vocabulary is introduced,
and how visual material works together with written text. It’s a match! That is, by engaging in
author studies students are also meeting many Common Core Standards for reading and understanding
informational text.
This guide features books and suggested activities that can be used to jumpstart a nonfiction
author study. This will open the door to critical inquiry and focused discussion of informational
text. By aligning activities to Common Core State Standards, students learn content while becoming
critical consumers of that content. That’s powerful instruction.
–Myra Zarnowski, Queens College, CUNY
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